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ABSTRACT 

We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of the matrix 
equation X - AXB = C. 

Let F be a field, and let, A, B, and C be matrices over F of size p x p, 

q X 9, and p X 9 respectively. In [S] W. E. Roth proved a solvability 
condition for the matrix equation AX - XB = C. 

THEOREM 1 [6]. The equation 

AX-XB=C 

is collsistent if and only if the matrices 

are similar. 

Roth’s theorem has been the subject of a series of papers [l-5]. It has 
been extended to matrices over special rings [2-41. One might ask whether 
there are analogous results for other linear matrix equations. In this note we 
wih consider the equation X - AXB = C and link its solvability with the 
equivalence of two matrix pencils. 
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THEOREM 2. The equation 

X-AXB=C (1) 

is consistent if and only if there exist nonsingular matrices S and R over F 
such that 

We will see that it is only a small step from the following result [6] to the 
proof of the preceding theorem. 

LEMMA 3. Let A E FpXP[z], i E FQXQ[z], and c E FPXq[z] be given 
polynomial matrices. Then the equation 

Ax-Yi=E (3) 

has a constant solution X, Y E FpXQ if and only if there exist rwnsingulur 
matrices S, R E F(p+q)X(p+q) such that 

In the case where all matrices in (3) and (4) are over F [z ] the result is 
Theorem II of Roth’s paper [6]. The proof in [6] is based on canonical forms. 
A different proof by means of linear transformations and dimension argu- 
ments is given in [l]. It extends to the more general case where the entries of 
A, B, C lie in an integral domain which contains the field F. 

Proof of Theorem 2. We write (1) as a set of two equations 

X-AY=C, Y=XB, 

or equivalently 

(A + zl)Y - X(Z + ZB) = -C. (5) 



MATRIX EQUATION X - AXB = C 

For the equation (5) the condition (4) of Lemma 3 is 

s, A+zZ 
( 0 zz3)~‘=(At6zI IL)’ 

which gives (2) if we put 
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R=R’ 

We note that if X is a solution of (l), the matrices 

s=(; -:) and R=(:, :“) 

satisfy the relation (2). n 

Z am indebted to W. A. Compel for the following refmence which also 
contains a consistency result for the equutim (1): Tong Yusun, On the 
operator equation AXB - X = C, Chinese Annals of Mathematics 7:327-337 
(1986). 
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